DINWIDDIE COUNTY RECKLESS DRIVING LAWYER
Reckless Driving Speeding 101 mph REDUCED Case Result
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Riley & Wells Attorneys‐At‐Law successfully
defended a client from North Carolina who was
accused of travelling at 101 miles per hour on
Interstate 85 in Dinwiddie County VA. Our client
was accused of excessive exceeding speeding on
Interstate 85. A State Trooper in Dinwiddie
County made the allegation. The State Trooper
gathered evidence that our client was speeding at
102 mph. The posted speed limit was 70 mph on
Interstate 85. The state trooper could have
arrested our client.
However, the state trooper elected to release our client on a Virginia Uniform
Summons. Our client was extremely concerned about a jail sentence. She also
heard she might lose her driving privileges, and face a fine of $2500. We
reviewed all the facts and evidence. It appeared that the state trooper’s
evidence was enough to support the allegation. We advised our client that a
willingness to complete some tasks before the trial may help the case. Our
client completed community service and a reckless driving driver improvement
program. This, along with other evidence, allowed us to better position the
client. On the trial date, we were able to convince the Court to enter a favorable
judgment. Our client was found not guilty of reckless driving and the Judge
reduced the case to a minor speeding infraction. This was due to the facts and
circumstances of this case, and the arguments that we presented. Our client
avoided a misdemeanor, a jail sentence and a loss of driving privileges.

Dinwiddie County VA Reckless Driving 84/70 DISMISSED
In this Dinwiddie County VA reckless driving case,
our attorneys represented a client who was
licensed to drive from Maryland. Our client
desperately needed to have this case dismissed.
We prepared various arguments and were
prepared for trial when we appeared in the
Dinwiddie County Traffic Court. We convinced the
Judge to DISMISS the case on the trial date on the
merits without a driver improvement return date.
In many instances, a driver improvement may be
necessary, but not here. Our client was very
happy to have the matter successfully resolved.
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